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Abstra t

In this paper we introdu e M-LISP, a simple new diale t of LISP whi h is designed
with an eye toward re on iling LISP's metalinguisti power with the
style of
operational semanti s advo ated by Plotkin [Plo75℄. We begin by reviewing the original de nition of LISP [M C61℄ in an attempt to larify the sour e of its metalinguisti
power. We nd that it arises from a problemati lause in this de nition. We then
de ne the abstra t syntax and operational semanti s of M-LISP, essentially a hybrid of
M-expression LISP and S heme. Next, we tie the operational semanti s to the orresponding equational logi . As usual, provable equality in the logi implies operational
equality.
Having established this framework we then extend M-LISP with the metalinguisti
and
operators (the latter is a non-stri t operator whi h onverts its argument
to its metalanguage representation.) These operators
the metalinguisti
representation onversions that o ur globally in S-expression LISP. We show that the
naive versions of these operators render LISP's equational logi in onsistent. On the
positive side, we show that a naturally restri ted form of the
operator is on uent
and therefore is a onservative extension of M-LISP. Unfortunately, we must weaken
the logi onsiderably to obtain a onsistent theory of rei ation.
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Introdu tion

Consider an interpretive programming environment for some appli ative language L. Let
us say that the L-program P is a metaprogram of some kind | it operates on an Lrepresentation p of some L0-program p. As a typi al example, P may be a ompiler from
sour e language L0 to obje t language L. When applied to an L-representation p, of a
sour e L0-program p it redu es to an L-representation, o, of the L-obje t program o.
P p !
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With the representation o in hand then, how might the obje t program o be exe uted?
One method is to have another L-program I , a universal program whi h interprets o a ording to the semanti s of L. While the obje t program an be faithfully interpreted in
this way, in pra ti e it is too ineÆ ient sin e it introdu es a se ond layer of evaluation.
In LISP this ineÆ ien y an be avoided. An expli it appli ation of its eval operator
entails a dynami de oding from o to o and, given that o represents a LISP program, the
obje t program an then be exe uted dire tly by the same evaluator whi h exe uted P .
The de oding performed by the LISP virtual ma hine is an essential feature of LISP | it
mimi s the impli it de oding that takes pla e on the underlying stored-program ma hine in
whi h program o and data o are represented by the very same bits in memory.
In this paper we set out to re on ile this metalinguisti power with the stru tural style
of operational semanti s that has been persuasively advo ated by Plotkin [Plo75, Plo81℄.
As he re ounts in [Plo81℄, Plotkin was rst motivated to introdu e this style by the al ulus and its fundamental notion of -redu tion. He rst applied the idea to the analysis
of ISWIM, a language with roots in - al ulus and M-expression LISP. In re ent years the
stru tural approa h has been used to des ribe a wide variety of programming language
features.
LISP's metalinguisti power, on the other hand, seems tied to a longstanding pra ti e
of programming in its symboli representation language and to the anomalous operational
behavior of its quotation form. For example, any redu tion semanti s for LISP must relate
the appli ation
( ar (quote (a . b)))
(1)
to its value, the symbol:
a
(2)
It must also relate the term
( ons (quote ar) (quote ((quote (a . b)))))
(3)
to its value, the list stru ture:
( ar (quote (a . b)))
(4)
Sin e the list in (4) is identi al to the appli ation in (1) the operational rules must be
de ned in su h a way as to distinguish them | otherwise (3) would be erroneously related
to (2)1 . Typi ally there is a \redu tion" rule for quoted pairs whi h re ursively propagates
quotation inward to the atoms. For example, the rule
(quote (s1 : s2)) ! ( ons (quote s1) (quote s2))
(5)
would redu e (3) to
( ons (quote ar)
( ons ( ons (quote quote)
( ons ( ons (quote a) (quote b)) (quote nil))) (quote nil)))
The relation we are referring to here is the re exive and transitive losure !
!R of the single step
redu tion relation !R . In the indu ed evaluator (and in the orresponding natural semanti s [Kah98℄) the
problem manifests itself as la k of idempoten e.
1
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But then, having distinguished values from redexes, one is hard-pressed to explain the
metalinguisti fa ilities. The kind of behavior illustrated in (1) through (4) is generally
understood to be essential. For example, an expli it appli ation of the eval operator to (3)
(eval ( ons (quote ar) (quote ((quote (a . b))))))
(6)
should be related to (2). It is also easy to see the disabling e e t of this distinguishing redu tion rule on LISP's indispensable expression ma ros: ma ro expansion fun tions generate
representations of expressions rather than expressions. Moreover, this problem remains
when the lists are onstru ted via the ons or list operators.
It turns out that the anomalous behavior illustrated above and the a ompanying metalinguisti power arise from a simple error in the original de nition of LISP [M C61℄ |
the de nition of quote in the fun tion whi h odes M-expressions as S-expressions for eval
is in orre t. If the oding fun tion is orre ted and the appropriate hanges to eval are
made then the resulting language has a more reasonable operational semanti s but it has
no metalinguisti power whatsoever.
So it seems natural to avoid the problemati oding algorithm altogether and onsider
how the metalinguisti fa ilities might be reintrodu ed dire tly in (a S heme-style variant
of) the un oded language. We all this hybrid of M-expression LISP and S heme, M-LISP.
Sin e this diale t is independent of M Carthy's original representation fun tion it has no
quote form or any of its related forms ba kquote, unquote or unquote-spli ing. Its essential
abstra t syntax is
M ::= X j [℄ j [M : M ℄ j x j (x:M ) j (M M ) j (IF M M M )
where X denotes the set of upper- ase symbols, LISP's symboli onstants, [M : M ℄ denotes
a pair and x denotes the set of lower- ase symbols, LISP's variables. The M-LISP terms
orresponding to (1) through (4) are ( ar [A . B℄), A, [CAR . [[QUOTE [A . B℄℄℄℄ and
[CAR [QUOTE [A . B℄℄℄ respe tively. The question that remains to be answered then is
how LISP's various metalinguisti fa ilities are to be reintrodu ed in the new diale t. In
this paper we onsider the eval and reify operators, the latter is a non-stri t operator whi h
onverts its argument to its representation2. We onsider syntax ma ros elsewhere [Mul90℄.
Although our main obje tive in this paper is to ome to grips with the operational
aspe ts of these metalinguisti fa ilities, we believe that it is also important to lear up
the longstanding onfusion about the sour e of LISP's metalinguisti power | ontrary to
folklore, it is unrelated to the fa t that LISP programs are represented by lists. To make
this lear, in Se tion 2 we review enough of [M C61℄ to illustrate the troublesome de nition
ited above. This will also help larify how the metalinguisti fa ilities might be integrated
in the new diale t.
After this review we set out to study the problem within the framework laid out by
Plotkin in [Plo75℄. We de ne a deterministi stru tured operational semanti s for the pure
subset of M-LISP. We then establish the onne tion to the orresponding equational logi
in the usual way and prove its onsisten y. Finally we establish the orresponden e of the
2
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are already used in S-expression LISP.
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logi to the observational ongruen e relation, viz., terms that are provably equal behave
the same way in all program ontexts.
Having established that the pure subset is a reasonable language we then de ne the
axioms and inferen e rules whi h give a deterministi operational semanti s for the eval
and reify operators. While the new operators a hieve the same ends as their S-expression
LISP ounterparts, they do so in somewhat di erent ways. In parti ular, the new versions
en apsulate within the operators the representation onversions whi h o ur globally in
S-expression LISP. For example, M-LISP's analog of (6) is
(eval [APP [IDENT CAR℄ [PAIR [SYMBOL A℄ [SYMBOL B℄℄℄)
(7)
The argument to eval redu es to a standard representation of a term. The eval operator
then simply de odes it (in this ase yielding the term ( ar [A . B℄)) and the result is then
redu ed to a value (in this ase A). A omplimentary idea holds for the reify operator. For
example,
(reify ( ar [A . B℄))
evaluates to the standard representation of its argument
[APP [IDENT CAR℄ [PAIR [SYMBOL A℄ [SYMBOL B℄℄℄.
Turning to the equational logi s, we on rm the folklore that these onstru tions are
in some sense unreasonable: the nondeterministi notion of redu tion obtained by taking
the union of v and an eval operator orresponding to S-expression LISP's is not Chur hRosser (CR). Similarly reify [ v is not CR. It is then straightforward to show that the
orresponding equational logi s are in onsistent. On the positive side we show that a
naturally restri ted form of the eval operator is CR and is therefore a onservative extension
of M-LISP. But we are for ed to weaken the equational theory to obtain a onsistent theory
for the reify operator.
The work des ribed here was undertaken in response to our misgivings about the above
des ribed anomalies. (We have found that they are widely shared.) In parti ular, we were
unfamiliar with any satisfa tory explanation of the sour e of LISP's metalinguisti power or
of its onne tion to the anomalies. We set out to provide one. In identifying the problem in
[M C61℄, we believe that we have, in e e t, stumbled a ross the essential pure LISP: allby-value (dynami ally typed) polymorphi - al ulus extended with ve onstant fun tions
(with all other onstants serving as uninterpreted symbols), a synta ti onstru tor for pairs
and a onditional onstru tion. In our view, this development is the primary ontribution
of this work.
The metalinguisti operators onsidered in the sequel an be taken as yet another in
a long tradition of studies of extensions of pure LISP. Our main purpose in introdu ing
these extensions is to show how this might be a omplished in an otherwise representationindependent language. Although it is not our main purpose here to justify or advo ate
these operators as language features, a strong ase an be made for the eval operator. It
in orporates in the LISP interpreter a ru ial property of the underlying stored-program
ma hine model: the ability for programs to dynami ally onstru t programs whi h an
subsequently be exe uted by the pro essor (i.e., without an embedded evaluator.) For
4
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::=
::=
::=

x j [[x; :::; x℄; e℄ j label[x; f ℄
s j x j f [e; :::; e℄ j [e ! e; e℄
X j () j (s : s)

| S-fun tions
| Expressions
| S-expressions

Figure 1: The Abstra t Syntax of M-expression LISP.
example, a linker operates on some suitable (i.e., normal-form) representation P of its
argument program P . The linker performs its task on its data P , and the representation P 0
of the linked program is stored in memory. But the pro essor an then exe ute P 0 dire tly
as a program. The a t of loading the program ounter with the beginning address of P 0
e e tively de odes P 0 to P 0 in mu h the same way that the expli it eval operator de odes
representations of LISP programs. We are unaware of any formal treatment of this property
of systems programming languages.
We do not believe, on the other hand, that a persuasive ase for the pra ti al importan e
of the reify operator has been made | it appears that many of its appli ations in LISP an
be arried out with ma ros [Pit80℄. Smith [Smi84℄ and the resear hers that followed make
the ase that rei ers allow a programmer to install pro edures in the implementation. We
in lude rei ation in our study in part be ause of its symmetry with eval and in an e ort
to present a omplete pi ture of how LISP's metalinguisti features an be reintrodu ed.
Finally, to avoid any onfusion we wish to stress that our on erns in this paper are not
with LISP's notation but rather with the evaluator's dynami representation onversions
and the points in the evaluation pro ess at whi h these onversions o ur. We believe
that as a matter of language design, it is better to en apsulate the onversions within the
operators that require them rather than to have the de oding o ur universally as it does
in S-expression LISP diale ts su h as S heme.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we motivate M-LISP
by reviewing enough of [M C61℄ to illustrate the problemati de nition. This extended
a ount of the sour e of LISP's metalinguisti power an safely be skipped by those who
already have the idea. In Se tion 3 we develop the operational semanti s and equational
logi of pure M-LISP. Se tion 4 develops the semanti s of the extended language. In Se tion
4.1 we de ne riteria for adequate representations of terms. In Se tion 4.2 we de ne the
eval operator and in Se tion 4.3 we de ne the reify operator. In ea h ase we onsider their
e e t on the logi . In Se tion 5 we ompare the present work to Smith's re e tive 3-LISP
and other related work. In Se tion 6 we draw some on lusions.
2

Ba kground

Re all that LISP was introdu ed as a formalism for oding re ursive fun tions over symboli
expressions (S-expressions). The abstra t syntax of the meta-expressions (M-expressions) is
presented in Figure 1. We informally des ribe the syntax and the semanti s of M-expression
LISP. The symbol x denotes the lexi al ategory of lower- ase symbols. Its leftmost o urren e in the rst produ tion de nes the fun tion variables whi h range over the M Carthy
primitives f ar; dr; ons; eq?; atom?g as well as fun tions de ned with  and label. The
lause [[x; :::; x℄; e℄ de nes the form of all-by-value pro edures. This notation was inspired
5

apply[fn;x;a℄ =
[atom[fn℄ --> [eq[fn;CAR℄ --> aar[x℄;
eq[fn;CDR℄ --> dar[x℄;
eq[fn;CONS℄ --> ons[ ar[x℄; adr[x℄℄;
eq[fn;ATOM℄ --> atom[ ar[x℄℄;
eq[fn;EQ℄ --> eq[ ar[x℄; adr[x℄℄;
T --> apply[eval[fn;a℄;x;a℄℄;
eq[ ar[fn℄;LAMBDA℄ --> eval[ addr[fn℄;pairlis[ adr[fn℄;x;a℄℄;
eq[ ar[fn℄;LABEL℄ --> apply[ addr[fn℄;x;
ons[ ons[ adr[fn℄; addr[fn℄℄;a℄℄
eval[e;a℄ = [atom[e℄ --> dr[asso [e;a℄℄;
atom[ ar[e℄℄ -->
[eq[ ar[e℄;QUOTE℄ --> adr[e℄;
eq[ ar[e℄;COND℄ --> ev on[ dr[e℄;a℄;
T --> apply[ ar[e℄;evlis[ dr[e℄;a℄;a℄℄;
T --> apply[ ar[e℄;evlis[ dr[e℄;a℄;a℄℄

(8)
(9)

(10)

Figure 2: The Universal Fun tions.
by Chur h's notation for -abstra tions. The o urren es of x in the formal parameter
positions are value variables whi h range over S-expressions. The label expression an be
used in onjun tion with the onditional [e ! e; e℄, to de ne re ursive fun tions | one of
LISP's key innovations.
Turning to the se ond produ tion, the s ategory denotes the synta ti ategory of Sexpression onstants. The other expression lauses onsist of value variables x, pro edure
appli ations f [e; :::; e℄, and the onditional [e ! e; e℄. Sin e LISP is all-by-value, the
arguments in an appli ation f [e; :::; e℄ are evaluated before the pro edure is applied. Finally,
the symbol X denotes the lexi al ategory of upper- ase symbols; LISP's symboli onstants.
Note that the onstants are distinguished from variables by ase. Proper lists an be
abbreviated in the on rete syntax by the following dot elimination rule
(M1 M2 : : : Mn)  (M1 : (M2 : ( : : : (Mn : ()) : : : ))):
2.1

The Expressiveness of LISP

In order to demonstrate the expressiveness of the formalism M Carthy de ned a universal Sfun tion apply whi h given a representation R(f ) of an arbitrary S-fun tion f ould simulate
its appli ation to arbitrary S-expression arguments s1 : : : sn su h that
apply[R(f );(s1 : : : sn );()℄ = f [s1; : : : ; sn ℄;
(11)
when either side is de ned. The universal fun tions apply and eval are reprodu ed from
[M C62℄ pp. 13 in Figure 2. There are some subtle di eren es between this evaluator and
6

R(x) 
R([[x1 ; :::; xn ℄; e℄) 
R(label[x; f ℄) 
R(s) 
R(f [e1 ; :::; en ℄) 
R([e1 ! e2 ; e3 ℄) 
f
e
s

X

(LAMBDA (R(x1 ) ::: R(xn)) R(e))
(LABEL R(x) R(f ))
(QUOTE s)
(R(f ) R(e1 ) ::: R(en))
(IF R(e1 ) R(e2 ) R(e3 ))

Figure 3: The Representation of M-expressions.
::= x j (lambda (x ::: x) e) j (label x f )
::= (quote s) j x j (f e ::: e) j (if e e e)
::= x j () j (s : s)

(12)

| Fun tions
| Expressions
| S-expressions

Figure 4: The Abstra t Syntax of S-expression LISP.
that de ned in [M C61℄ but they have no bearing on the issue in question here.
The representation map R : M-expression ! S-expression de ned for this re ursiontheoreti argument is given by indu tion on the stru ture of M-expressions in Figure 3.
We will freely use lower ase symbols for the S-expression image of R when no onfusion
arises. The abstra t syntax of the resulting representation language, whi h we will refer to
as S-expression LISP, is shown in Figure 4.
2.2

Assessing Apply

On purely re ursion-theoreti grounds apply is satisfa tory | it an be shown that equation
(11) is satis ed and therefore the language is universal in this sense. The ondition e e tively
hara terizes the extensional lass of partial fun tions over S-expression that are LISPde nable. On the other hand, it is well-known that ir umstan es hanged this re ursiontheoreti exer ise to one in programming language semanti s. The evaluator is then taken
as a de nitional interpreter ( f., [Rey72℄) spe ifying the omputational behavior of LISP.
So we are now on erned with a host of qualitative omputational issues su h as evaluation
order and s oping dis ipline.
It is well-known that the evaluator is not ompletely satisfa tory from this perspe tive.
The evaluator's iterated evaluation of fun tion variables, lause (8), and dynami s oping,
see lause (9), are two of its widely studied properties. The former behavior is intended to
look up the value of re ursive fun tion variables de ned via label. But it an also be used to
rea h through hains of variable/symbol bindings to arrive at fun tion values. For example,
in LISP 1.5, the expression:
((lambda (x) ((lambda (f) (f (quote (a . b)))) (quote x))) (quote ar))

evaluates to a. The dynami s oping property an lead to the unintended apture of free
variables when fun tions are passed as arguments or returned as results (i.e., the funarg
7

problem.)
We are interested in a related but more fundamental aspe t of the evaluator: its metalinguisti power. The key to this power is the non-indu tive oding of the indu tively
de ned S-expression onstants, equation (12). Note that this de nes a base ase for the
representation language despite the fa t that s does not de ne a base ase for the represented language (i.e., S-expressions have stru ture). As a onsequen e, the representation
of a pair (s1 : s2) is not a omposition of the representations of its omponents s1 and
s2 . Thus, when a proje tion fun tion is applied the omponent term is returned un oded.
This all but for es the evaluator's de oding lause, (10), as well as the un oded form of pairs
onstru ted by the lause for the ons operator and the tagless referen es in the atom and eq
lauses. The LISP evaluator operates on un oded (or de oded) expression representations.
In most ases no harm is done in ignoring the distin tion between an obje t and its
representation. Su h use/mention errors are ommon and often useful. In this ontext,
however, it is important to re all that evaluators only mention the obje ts of interest in
omputation (i.e., expressions) by using their representations. The ombination of lauses
(12) and (10) e e ts a shift between the mention and the use of ( adr e). When ( adr e) is
itself the representation of some program phrase then metalinguisti power results.
2.3

Coding Constants Indu tively

Let us onsider the e e t of repla ing equation (12) by a well-de ned stru tural indu tion,
say:
R(X )  (SYMBOL X )
R(())  (NIL)
R((s1 : s2))  (PAIR R(s1) R(s2));
and making the orresponding hanges in eval and apply, Figure 5. First, the indu tive
oding has no e e t on the extensional lass of fun tions whi h are LISP-de nable and
therefore the hange has no e e t on the original re ursion-theoreti laim. Se ond, note
that the distinguishing rule exhibited in (5) is e e tively oding onstant subterms whi h
(12) has failed to ode. This rule is no longer required3. As one would expe t, there is
a natural orresponden e between the semanti s of the indu tively de ned representation
language and that of the representation-independent language M-expression LISP: given
an S-expression representation e of an M-expression e = s, the evaluator produ es the
S-expression representation s of the answer s. Moreover, the evaluation model an be
des ribed in a simple redu tion setting along the lines of the usual appli ative languages.
On the other hand, the indu tive representation leads to a severe restri tion for Sexpression LISP: dynami representation de oding is essential to the expression of higherorder fun tions. It e e tively side-steps the restri tion in the abstra t syntax of M-expressions
that pre ludes fun tional arguments. For example, although map ar[[[x℄; x℄; lst℄ is not a
synta ti ally well-formed M-expression, the same e e t is a hieved via the de oding by
3

We are pleased to dispense with it sin e su h rules ordinarily spe ify run-time omputation steps and
one would not expe t that they should be applied to onstants.
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apply[fn;x;a℄ =
[atom[fn℄ --> [eq[fn;CAR℄ --> adar[x℄;
eq[fn;CDR℄ --> addar[x℄;
eq[fn;CONS℄ --> ons[PAIR;
ons[ ar[x℄; ons[ adr[x℄;nil℄℄℄;
eq[fn;ATOM℄ --> atom[ adar[x℄℄;
eq[fn;EQ℄ --> eq[ adar[x℄; adadr[x℄℄;
T --> apply[eval[fn;a℄;x;a℄℄;
eq[ ar[fn℄;LAMBDA℄ --> eval[ addr[fn℄;pairlis[ adr[fn℄;x;a℄℄;
eq[ ar[fn℄;LABEL℄ --> apply[ addr[fn℄;x;
ons[ ons[ adr[fn℄; addr[fn℄℄;a℄℄
eval[e;a℄ = [atom[e℄ --> dr[asso [e;a℄℄;
atom[ ar[e℄℄ -->
[eq[ ar[e℄;SYMBOL℄ --> e;
eq[ ar[e℄;NIL℄ --> e;
eq[ ar[e℄;PAIR℄ --> e;
eq[ ar[e℄;COND℄ --> ev on[ dr[e℄;a℄;
T --> apply[ ar[e℄;evlis[ dr[e℄;a℄;a℄℄;
T --> apply[ ar[e℄;evlis[ dr[e℄;a℄;a℄℄

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Figure 5: The modi ed universal fun tions. The auxiliary fun tions su h as ev on must
also be modi ed to untag arguments appropriately.
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(QUOTE (LAMBDA (X) X))

6

Mention- (LAMBDA (X) X) Mention-

6

Use

[[x℄; x℄

Use

Figure 6: Higher-Order Fun tions in S-expression LISP.
evaluating

R(map ar[R([[x℄; x℄); lst℄)  (MAPCAR

(QUOTE (LAMBDA (X) X)) LST)

(See Figure 6.) The modi ed evaluator halts in an error state given the orresponding
indu tive representation as the reader may verify.
In a similar way one an show the disabling e e t of the indu tive oding on the eval
operator and on ma ros. For example, under the new oding (3) be omes
( ons (symbol ar)
(pair (pair (symbol quote)
(pair (pair (symbol a) (symbol b)) (nil))) (nil)))

Sin e the arguments are onstants its value is simply
(pair (symbol ar)
(pair (pair (symbol quote)
(pair (pair (symbol a) (symbol b)) (nil))) (nil)))

and an expli it appli ation of eval has no e e t.
It is also worth noting the onne tion between S-expression LISP's dynami representation de oding and the previously ited \well-known" problems arising from the LISP 1.5
evaluator's iterative evaluation of fun tion variables and dynami s oping: neither phenomena would have existed had the representation map R been a well-de ned indu tion.
The metalinguisti power arising from (12) is a hieved at the ost of pervasive onfusion
in LISP between program and data.4 Nevertheless, the trade-o seems to have been essential
in S-expression LISP sin e it is unlikely that the language would have attra ted mu h
interest without fa ilities for de ning higher-order fun tions su h as map ar.
But what is the e e t of the indu tive oding on the S-expression diale t S heme? Its
abstra t syntax, Figure 7, an be obtained by simplifying that of the original representation
language S-expression LISP depi ted in Figure 4. As in S-expression LISP the indu tive
version of S heme has a simple and intuitively reasonable - al ulus-like operational semanti s. On the fa e of it this seems quite reasonable sin e S heme orre tly avoids the use of
quotation in expressing higher-order fun tions. But higher-order fun tions in S-expression
LISP are only one of a number of desirable programming language features arising from
4
Wadler [Wad87℄, for example, notes that when students were asked to determine the value of the expression ( ar (quote (a . b))) some responded that the value was quote, some that the value was the
symbol a, and still others that it was the value of the variable named by the symbol a whatever that might
be.
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::= (quote s) j x j (e ::: e) j (lambda (x ::: x) e) j (if e e e)
::= x j () j (s : s)

e
s

| Forms
| S-expressions

Figure 7: The Abstra t Syntax of S heme.
(12) and we are left with the same puzzling question posed in the Introdu tion: How is a
stru tured operational semanti s for S heme to be re on iled with its powerful expression
ma ros or eval operator5 ?
Having identi ed the ommon sour e of these features, we propose a systemati treatment. First, the pra ti e of programming in a representation language inevitably leads to
onfusion between notation, representation and obje t. It ought to be avoided. Fun tion
values are best expressed expli itly in the language syntax and ma ros an be expressed
without any referen e to representation by adhering to a pattern mat hing dis ipline as
suggested in [KW87℄. This leaves only eval and rei ation. As we show in Se tion 4, these
operators an be reintrodu ed in an otherwise representation-independent diale t. Moreover, sin e these are the only operators whi h require dynami onversion between programs
and their representations, we an en apsulate the onversions within these operators thereby
insulating the vast majority of non-metalinguisti appli ations from the onversion's widely
noted ill-e e ts ( f., [Smi84, FW84, Wad87, Ada℄).
3

M-LISP

Motivated by the on erns des ribed in the pre eding se tion we are led to propose the
following hybrid of the abstra t syntaxes of M-expression LISP and S heme:
M ::= X j [℄ j [M : M ℄ j x j (x:M ) j (M M ) j (IF M M M )
We have arrived at the syntax of the familiar untyped - al ulus extended with onstants6 ,
a onstru tor for pairs and a onditional. This is reassuring sin e it onforms not only with
our intuitive understanding of Pure LISP but also with its denotational semanti s whi h
abstra ts away from the operational issues in question here.
The abstra t syntax is not idealized as is often the ase for studies of LISP. M-LISP is
fully urried. Fun tions of several arguments, like proper lists, are expressed in on rete
syntax:
[M1 M2 : : : Mn℄  [M1 : [M2 : [ : : : [Mn : [℄℄ : : : ℄℄℄
(x1 x2 : : : xn:M )  (x1 :(x2 :( : : : (xn:M ) : : : )))
(M1 M2 M3 : : : )  ((M1 M2 ) M3 : : : ):
In the remainder of the paper we will omit the onditional but all the results go through
when it is in luded.
5

Although it is not spe i ed in the standard, all S heme implementations known to the author in lude
an eval operator.
6
For the purposes of this paper we follow M Carthy's original onvention of distinguishing onstants from
variables by ase. In pra ti e, we only require that the onstants be distinguished from variables in some
manner (e.g., by di erent fonts.)
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We will now develop M-LISP's operational semanti s. This will be based on a redu tion
relation whi h relates programs to their values. We will then derive the al ulus for reasoning
about operational equivalen e between terms.
3.1

Preliminaries

We begin by de ning some notation. We generally adopt the terminology and notation of
[Bar84℄. We use the symbol  to denote the set of terms, the metavariables M , N , : : : to
range over terms, the metavariables x, y, : : : to range over variables and the metavariable
X to range over symboli onstants. This set in ludes the boolean onstants TRUE and
FALSE. For pure LISP the terms onstant, atom and symbol are inter hangeable. The set
of free variables of a term F V (M ) is de ned by indu tion on their stru ture in the usual
way. We use the notation AB to denote the set of terms A with free variables drawn from
B . ; denotes the set of losed terms. We use the symbol  to denote synta ti equality.
Sin e we identify terms that di er only in the names of their bound variables we may write
(x:x)  (y:y).
A value is any term of the form X , x, [℄, (x:M ) or [M1 : M2 ℄ whenever M1 and M2 are
values. We use the symbol V for the subset of  of values. The symbol V ; denotes the
set of losed values. A program is a losed  -term.
The substitution of M for free o urren es of x in N , denoted N [x := M ℄, is given by:
X [x := M ℄  X
[℄[x := M ℄  [℄
[N : L℄[x := M ℄  [N [x := M ℄ : L[x := M ℄℄
x[x := M ℄  M
y[x := M ℄  y
y 6 x
(N L)[x := M ℄  (N [x := M ℄ L[x := M ℄)
(x:N )[x := M ℄  (x:N )
(y:N )[x := M ℄  (z:N [y := z℄[x := M ℄) y 6 x; z unique.
The program ontexts C fg are given by
C fg ::= X j x j [℄ j fg j [C fg : C fg℄ j (x:C fg) j (C fg C fg):
(13)
3.2

Operational Semanti s

In Figure 8 we de ne the leftmost one-step relation !
v . This de nes a partial fun tion
whi h gives the operational semanti s of M-LISP. As usual, v!
!denotes the re exive and
transitive losure of !
v . The evaluator is then given by
De nition 1 (Eval) Eval(M ) = N i M v!
!N for program M and value N .
The evaluator naturally gives rise to a notion of equivalen e between terms. Two terms
are operationally equivalent if one an be repla ed by the other without hanging the outome of the omputation on observable values. Here symbols are the observable values.
12

Axioms:

Inferen e rules:

((x:M ) N )
(CAR [M1 : M2 ℄)
(CDR [M1 : M2 ℄)
(EQ? M1 M2)
(EQ? M1 M2)
(ATOM? M )
(ATOM? M )

!
v
!
v
!
v
!
v
!
v
!
v
!
v

M [x := N ℄
M1
M2
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE

|

N 2V
| M1 ; M 2 2 V
| M1 ; M 2 2 V
| M; N symbols; M  N
| M; N symbols; M 6 N
| M 2 V; a symbol
| M 2 V; not a symbol

0
!
v M
!
v (M 0 N )
0
N !
v N ;M 2 V
(M N ) !
v (M N 0 )
0
0
N !
M !
v N ;M 2 V
v M
;
[M : N ℄ !
[M : N ℄ !
v [M 0 : N ℄
v [M : N 0 ℄
M
(M N )

(14)

Figure 8: The Operational Semanti s of Pure M-LISP.
De nition 2 (Observational Congruen e) Two terms M; N 2  are observationally
ongruent, M ' N , if for all ontexts C fg su h that C fM g and C fN g are losed, either

both Eval(C fM g) and Eval(C fN g) are unde ned or they are both de ned and one is a
parti ular symbol if and only if the other one is.
3.3

The Cal ulus

We now develop the all-by-value al ulus v .7 We will onsider several binary relations
over  . The fundamental relations are notions of redu tion R. These will be spe i ed with
set notation:
R = f(M; N ) j onditionsg:
M 2  is an R-redex if for some N 2  ; (M; N ) 2 R. A term is in ( all-by-value)
R-normal-form if it does not ontain an R-redex.
A notion of redu tion R generates three relations !R , !!R and =R as follows:
(M; N ) 2 R ) M !R N
M
(x:M )
M
(M N )
7

!R M 0
!R (x:M 0 )

N !R N 0
!R M 0
;
0
!R (M N ) (M N ) !R (M N 0)

The v - al ulus is unrelated to the surje tive pairing of [KV89℄.
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M
[M : N ℄

N !R N 0
!R M 0
;
0
!R [M : N ℄ [M : N ℄ !R [M : N 0℄

The symbol !
!R denotes the transitive and re exive losure of !R . If M !
!R N
is provable we write R ` M !
! N . The symbol =R denotes the symmetri and transitive
losure of !
!R and de nes the ongruen e relation of R. If M =R N is provable then we
write R ` M = N .
We will require the following de nitions. de nition A notion of redu tion R on  is
substitutional if for all M; N; L and x, (M; N ) 2 R ) (M [x := L℄; N [x := L℄) 2 R.
de nition A notion of redu tion R is Chur h-Rosser (CR or on uent) if !
!R has the
diamond property. That is,
8M; M1 ; M2 [M !
!R M1; M !
!R M2 ℄ ) 9M3[M1 !
!R M3 ; M2 !
!R M3 ℄:
Several of the proofs of on uen e in the paper employ the method of ommutative
diagrams. Let 7 ! denote an (arbitrary) binary relation on a set S . We use the symbol
7 =! for the re exive losure of 7 ! and 7 =! for the re exive and transitive losure of 7 !.
de nition Let 7 !1 and 7 !2 be two binary relations on a set S . Then 7 !1 ommutes with
7 !2 if 8M , M1 , M2 2 S , su h that M 7 !1 M1 and M 7 !2 M2 ) 9M3 2 S su h that
M1 7 !2 M3 and M2 7 !1 M3 .
The following two general lemmas [Ros73℄ will be used extensively throughout the paper.

Lemma 1 (Rosen) Let 7 !1 and 7 !2 be binary relations on a set S . Suppose that 8M ,
M1 , M2 2 S , M 7 !1 M1 , M 7 !2 M2 ) 9M3 2 S , su h that M1 7 =!1 M3 and M2 7 =!1 M3 ,


then 7 =!1 ommutes with 7 =!2 .
Lemma 2 (Hindley-Rosen) Let R1 and R2 be CR notions of redu tion on a set S su h
that !!R1 ommutes with !!R2 . Then R1 [ R2 is CR.

de nition
1. Let R and R0 be notions of redu tion on sets A and B respe tively. R0 is an extension
of R if
(a) A  B .
(b) 8a, a0 2 A, a !R a0 , a !R0 a0 .
( ) 8a 2 A, a !R0 a0 ) a0 2 A:
2. Let R, R0 be as in 1. R0 is a onservative extension of R if 8a, a0 2 A, a =R a0 ,
a = R0 a0 .
Proposition 1 Any on uent extension is onservative.
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= f((CAR [M : N ℄); M ) j M; N 2 V g
= f((CDR [M : N ℄); N ) j M; N 2 V g
(
TRUE
j M; N symbols; M  N )g
eq? = f((EQ? M N );
FALSE j M; N symbols; M 6 N
ar
dr

atom? = f((ATOM? M );

(

TRUE
FALSE

j M 2 V; an atom
j M 2 V; not an atom )g

Figure 9: The Primitive Notions of Redu tion.
The v - al ulus is indu ed by the all-by-value notion of redu tion v over  .
v = f((x:M )N; M [x := N ℄) j M 2  ; N 2 V g:
The onsisten y of the equational theory v follows in the usual way from the following
lemma.
Lemma 3 The notion of redu tion

v

is CR.

Proof: The proof employs a parallel redu tion relation following Tait/Martin-Lof.
Remark: It is unsurprising that the notion of redu tion  = f((x:M )N; M [x
N ℄) j M; N 2  g is also CR.

:=
The redu tion relations over  whi h de ne the remaining M Carthy primitives f ar,
dr, eq?, atom?g are given in Figure 9. We use prim as a metavariable over this set. When
no onfusion arises we write the name of the notion of redu tion in pla e of the onstant in
the relation.
Lemma 4 Let prims = ar [ dr [ eq? [ atom?. The notion of redu tion prims is CR.
Proof: (Sket h) First we show that ea h of the notions of redu tion prim is CR. This
follows by the fa t that ea h of the =!prim relations has the diamond property. Then the
proof bootstraps as follows. By lemma 2 the union of ommutative CR redu tion relations
is CR. It is shown by ases of ar and dr-redexes that !
! ar and !
! dr ommute. Then
it is shown that !! ar[ dr and !
! eq? ommute. Finally, we show that !
! ar[ dr[eq? and
!
! atom? ommute.
Remark:

1. M-LISP does not have a primitive ons operator sin e onstru tion is synta ti .
2. The onstants eq? and atom? an also be given by Plotkin's Constapply:
Constapply : Constants  Constants ! Closed Values
This is not the ase for proje tions ar and dr sin e their domains in lude arbitrary
values.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Any variable x, onstant X or [℄ is an s.r. sequen e.
If N2; : : : ; Nk is an s.r. sequen e and N1 !
v N2 then N1 ; N2 ; : : : ; Nk is an s.r. sequen e.
If N1 ; : : : ; Nk is an s.r. sequen e then (x1 :N1); : : : ; (xk :Nk ) is an s.r. sequen e.
If M1 ; : : : ; Mj and N1; : : : ; Nk are s.r. sequen es then so are:
(M1 N1 ); : : : ; (Mj N1 ); : : : ; (Mj Nk ) and [M1 : N1℄; : : : ; [Mj : N1 ℄; : : : ; [Mj : Nk ℄:
Figure 10: Standard Redu tion Sequen es.

Theorem 1 (CR for M-LISP) Let mlisp =
is CR.

v

[ prims.

The notion of redu tion mlisp

(Sket h) The proof is by ommutative diagrams. By lemma 1 it suÆ es to show
the following
8M; M1; M2 [M ! v M1 ; M !prims M2 ℄ ) 9M3 [M2 =! v M3 ; M1 !
! primsM3 ℄:
This is shown by ases and by indu tion on the stru ture of terms.

Proof:

Corollary 1 The equational logi of pure M-LISP is onsistent.

Having established the onsisten y of the equational logi we now de ne a standard
redu tion sequen e whi h gives a ( all-by-value) normal order redu tion sequen e for MLISP and provides the link between the logi and the operational semanti s.
De nition 3 (Standard Redu tion Sequen e) A standard redu tion sequen e (s.r. sequen e) is de ned in Figure 10.
The onne tion between the operational semanti s and the al ulus an now be given
in terms of a standardization theorem and a orollary. The proofs of these and the Corresponden e theorem are adaptations of Plotkin's proofs in [Plo75℄.
Theorem 2 (Standardization)
mlisp ` M !
! N i there exists an s.r. sequen e M 0 ; : : : ; N 0 , su h that M
N 0.
Corollary 2 mlisp ` M

!
!N

for some value N i M

 M 0;

and N



!
!N 0 for some value N 0.

v

= N ) M ' N.
This on ludes our development of the operational semanti s and equational logi of
pure M-LISP.
Theorem 3 (Corresponden e) mlisp ` M
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Figure 11: Representations of Terms.
4

Extended M-LISP

We now extend M-LISP with the metalinguisti eval and reify operators. These are segregated from pure M-LISP for several reasons. First, they ompromise M-LISP's representation independen e. In the extended language a anoni al representation of terms will
be required whi h serves as an interfa e between the appli ation and the metalanguage.
Se ond, the features annot be implemented eÆ iently. Like its S-expression LISP ounterpart, M-LISP's eval operator is not ompositional [MP80℄. Rei ation is also inherently
interpretive. So it will not be possible to develop an eÆ ient ompiler for the extended
language.
4.1

Representation of Terms

Consider the LISP expression (eval (quote ( ar (quote (a . b))))). The argument
evaluates to the list ( ar (quote (a . b))) and the se ond round of evaluation indu ed
by the expli it appli ation of eval results in the onstant a. In our redu tion setting, on the
0
other hand, if N 2 V then for no N 0 is it the ase that N !
v N . So it is not lear how a
se ond round of evaluation is to have any e e t.
The key aspe t of the evaluation in S-expression LISP is quote's representation de oding
whi h shifts between the mention and the use of
( ar (quote (a . b)))  R( ar[(A . B)℄)
That this shift takes pla e a ross-the-board before the appli ation of eval, however, is of
no onsequen e. The same e e t an be a hieved if the shift o urs after its appli ation.
Analogous remarks may be made about the rei ation operator whi h provides expli it
a ess to the representation of a term.
A ordingly, M-LISP's interfa es between the language and metalanguage | eval and
reify | will lo alize the shifting between levels of representation whi h are performed globally in S-expression LISP by the quote form. Spe i ally, the eval operator will onvert
representations of terms to terms. This shifts from mention to use. Reify will onvert terms
to their representations. This shifts from use to mention.
We will use the symbol   to denote the subset of losed all-by-value normal-forms
whi h serve as representations of terms. It is natural to de ne   by indu tion on the
stru ture of terms:
  = fR(M ) j M 2  g  V ;   ;
where R is any (total) bije tive fun tion from  !   . So there exists a total R 1 :   !
 su h that 8M 2  ; M  R 1(R(M )) and 8M 2   ; M  R(R 1 (M )). This gives a
natural isomorphism between terms and their representations.
Remark:
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R(X ) 
R([℄) 
R(x) 
R([M1 : M2℄) 
R((M1 M2 )) 
R((x:M )) 

[SYMBOL X ℄
[NIL℄
[IDENT X ℄
[PAIR R(M1 ) R(M2 )℄
[APP R(M1 ) R(M2 )℄
[ABS R(x) R(M )℄

Figure 12: The Standard Representation of Terms.
1. The invertibility of R ensures that rei ation will be omplimentary to evaluation
(See proposition 2) and the requirement that R(M ) is losed insures that dynami
introdu tions of higher-order representations will not be subje t to aptures of free
variables.
2. The bije tivity ondition on R is not met by the representation de ned in Figure 3.
For example, the list (CAR (QUOTE (A . B))) has two representations,
(QUOTE (CAR (QUOTE (A . B)))) and (CAR (QUOTE (A . B)))
and the latter is also the representation of the appli ation ar[(A : B)℄.
In Figure 12 we de ne a standard representation by indu tion on the stru ture of terms.
The intention is that the representation satisfy the usual properties of an abstra t syntax
[M C63℄. Like LISP's original de nition it maps terms to rst-order symboli representations. It is easy to see that the standard representation satis es the onditions above.
4.2

The Eval Operator

4.2.1 Operational Semanti s
The operational semanti s of the eval operator

an now be de ned by extending the leftmost
relation !
of
Figure
8
to
in
lude
a
new
axiom:
v
(EVAL R(M )) !
| M 2 ; .
v M
This provides for the dynami onstru tion and subsequent exe ution of programs. For
example, using the standard representation de ned in Figure 12, we have
eval ((x:[ABS [IDENT Y℄ [x Y℄℄) IDENT) A
!
eval [ABS
v
!
(y:y) A
v
!
A.
v

[IDENT Y℄ [IDENT Y℄℄ A

Remark:
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1. Unfortunately, there is a mismat h between the above de ned operational semanti s
and that of S-expression LISP's eval operator | the latter an produ e open terms
while the former annot. The reason for the restri tion is explained shortly.
2. Readers familiar with S-expression LISP's ba kquote form will re ognize the similarity
between ba kquoted expressions and M-LISP pairs whose omponents ontain redexes
or variables.
3. The operational semanti s introdu ed here is idealized. In pra ti e alls to eval usually ontain representations of expressions whi h in lude ma ro alls su h as the LET
form. These forms must be synta ti ally trans ribed to a ore form before the form
is redu ed.
4.2.2 Equational Logi

As a notion of redu tion it is natural to de ne eval as follows:
eval = f((EVAL R(M )); M ) j M 2 ; :g
(15)
For simpli ity we shall restri t our attention to the intera tion of eval with the notion
of redu tion v (i.e., without the M Carthy onstants).
Lemma 5 The notion of redu tion eval is CR.
Proof: A term (EVAL M ) 2  is an eval-redex only when M 2   . By de nition, the
elements of   are losed all-by-value normal-forms. Thus, eval-redexes are never nested.
By the losure onditions in R and in (15) we have
Lemma 6 The notion of redu tion eval is substitutional.
Theorem 4 The notion of redu tion eval [ v is CR.
Proof: By lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 5, it suÆ es to show the following.
M

v

M1

eval
RM


eval
RR
M

2

!

=

v

3

This is shown by indu tion on the stru ture of M using lemma 6.
Remark:

1. The losure ondition on M is essential. The notion of redu tion orresponding to
S-expression LISP's eval operator:
f((EVAL R(M )); M ) j M 2  g [ v
is neither substitutional nor CR. A ounter-example is the term:
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(x:eval [IDENT X℄) y


RR
y

x

It is then straightforward to show that equational system indu ed by the extended
al ulus is in onsistent.
2. If R(M ) were a losed value, say, rather than a losed all-by-value normal-form, then
either eval would not be CR or R would not be bije tive. For example,
eval R(M )


R
eval R(M )0

M

3. Theorem 4 also follows from the following lassi al result:
Theorem 5 (Kleene, 1936) Let M 2  denote the Chur h-numeral of the Godel
number of M . Then 9E 2 ; ; 8M 2 ; : E M = M:
But the axiom aptures the ru ial property of the stored-program model: that program M and data R(M ) are represented by the very same bits in the store.
Corollary 3 The equational logi of eval [ v is onsistent.
Corollary 4 Mlisp [ eval is a onservative extension of mlisp.
Moreover, the standardization and orresponden e theorems go through as expe ted.
Thus, the extension of M-LISP with an expli it eval operator en ounters no insurmountable
diÆ ulties on the logi al side.
4.3

The Reify Operator

4.3.1 Operational Semanti s

We now onsider rei ation. The operational semanti s of rei ers is obtained by extending
the leftmost relation !
v of Figure 8 with the axiom:
(REIFY M ) !
| M 2 ; :
v R(M )
The intended behavior of the operator is to yield the standard representation of its unevaluated argument. Sin e LISP uses a all-by-value redu tion strategy, rule (14) must be
hanged so that the argument is not evaluated. We repla e (14) with the following rule,
N

0
!
v N ; M 2 V 6 REIFY
0
(M N ) !
v (M N )
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(16)

Thus, the argument is not redu ible until the fun tion position has redu ed to a value other
than REIFY. For example, we have
(reify ( ar [A . B℄)) !
v
[APP [IDENT CAR℄ [PAIR [SYMBOL A℄ [SYMBOL B℄℄℄

Remark:

1. Unfortunately, we have again been for ed to introdu e a mismat h between the operational semanti s and the a tual behavior of rei ation in S-expression LISP whi h
provides for rei ation of open terms. It is plain to see that the mismat h parallels
that introdu ed by the losure ondition for the eval operator and, as we will see, it
is imposed for the same reason.
2. Rei ation an also be introdu ed in a form more familiar to those a quainted with
fexprs by extending the abstra t syntax of terms to in lude abstra tions tagged in the
style of InterLISP's named lambda:
M ::= : : : j (xr :M ):
The subs ript on the binding o urren e indi ates that any orresponding applied
o urren e will be repla ed by the representation of the argument: (xr :M )N !
M [x := R(N )℄. We have hosen the formalism above to keep separate the notions
of rei ation and substitution. The latter approa h an easily be obtained from the
former by,
((xr :M ) N )  ((x:M ) (reify N )):
Let v!!now denote the operational semanti s obtained by adding the eval axiom to the
above des ribed reifying extension of M-LISP. The onne tion between the eval and reify
operators is guaranteed by the onditions on R.
Proposition 2 For losed M 2  ; (eval (reify M )) !
v (eval R(M )) !
v M:
In our example then we have:
eval (reify ( ar [A . B℄)) !
eval [APP [IDENT CAR℄ [PAIR [SYMBOL A℄ [SYMBOL B℄℄℄
v
!
v
!
v

ar [A . B℄

A

as in S-expression LISP.
Remark: It should be noted that rei ation provides a proper extension of the expressive
power of LISP. It is well-known in - al ulus ir les that there is no G 2  su h that
8M 2 , G M = M , where M denotes the Chur h-numeral for the Godel number of M .
This an be summarized by the slogan \-terms annot re e t on their own stru ture."
Corresponding fa ts hold for related al ulii su h as that developed for M-LISP in Se tion
3. Thus, many fun tions su h as the parallel or that annot be written in LISP an be
written in this extension.
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4.3.2 Equational Logi

We now turn to the question of the equational logi indu ed by the above de ned semanti s.
Following our approa h, we wish to derive a al ulus for reasoning about operational equality
between programs that is, to the greatest extent possible, independent of the deterministi
redu tion strategy of the operational semanti s. As in Se tion 4.2.2 we will simplify the
question by restri ting our attention to the intera tion of the extension with a notion of
-redu tion.
The following example | the dual of that in remark 4.2.2.1 of Se tion 4.2.2 | shows
the unsurprising fa t that the naive non-deterministi reifying redu tion relation on open
terms is not on uent.
(x:reify x) y


R
R
R(y)

R(x)

Furthermore, if our equational system is to be onsistent then the relations indu ed by
the de nition of program ontexts (i.e., !R , !!R and =R) must be modi ed along the
lines of (16). Otherwise there are losed terms that redu e to distin t all-by-value normalforms. For example, let I  x:x, and  2  be a losed v -redex su h that  ! v 0.
We then have
I reify 


RR
reify 
reify 0
?
R()

? 0)
R(

M
(x:M )

!R M 0
!R (x:M 0 )

and it is again straightforward to show that the equational logi ollapses. So we will have to
settle for a weaker logi of rei ation in whi h the equality of many terms that are trivially
seen to be observationally ongruent is no longer provable. For example, for M , N 2  ,
and  as above, M N  is learly observationally ongruent to M N 0, however these
terms are no longer provably equal. Remark: From the pre eding example, attempting
to strengthen the logi by weakening the ondition in (16) to ex lude only the rei ation
operator in the fun tion position still leads to non on uen e.
The s hema for the new al ulii is:
(M; N ) 2 R ) M !R N

M
(M N )

!R M 0
!R (M 0 N ) ;

N

!R N 0 ;
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M

2 V 6 REIFY

(M N ) !R (M N 0)

M
[M : N ℄

N !R N 0
!R M 0
;
!R [M 0 : N ℄ [M : N ℄ !R [M : N 0℄

A notion of redu tion R now gives rise to new (restri ted) derived relations !R, !!R
and =R. The new notion of -redu tion is:
0
v = f((x:M )N ); M [x := N ℄ j M 2  ; N 2 V g:
Lemma 7 The notion of redu tion 0 v is CR.

The notion of redu tion reify generating the relations !reify , !!reify and =reify is now
given by
reify = f((REIFY M ); R(M )) j M 2 e mptysetg:
(17)
Lemma 8 The notion of redu tion reify is CR.
=
Proof: The on uen e of !!reify follows from the fa t that !reify
has the diamond
=
property. This fa t is shown by indu tion on M , su h that M !reify Mi , (i = 1;=2), and the
well-de nedness of R. A representative ase is M  P Q. Let ! abbreviate !reify .
Sub ase 1. P  REIFY and M1  R(Q). Then Q ! Q0 ) Q0  Q. Take M3  M2 
R(Q).
Sub ase 2. P ! P 0 , Q ! Q0 , M1  P 0 Q and M2  P Q0 . Take M3  P 0 Q0 .
Sub ase 3. P ! P 0 , P ! P 00 , M1  P 0 Q and M2  P 00 Q. Then by the indu tion
hypothesis there exists a P 000 su h that P 0 ! P 000 and P 00 ! P 000, take M3  P 000Q.
Sub ase 4. Q ! Q0 , Q ! Q00 , is the same as sub ase 3.
Remark: Intuitively, the on uen e of reify is insured by the fa t that rei ation redexes
are never nested.
Lemma 9 The notion of redu tion reify is substitutional.
Proof: By the losure onditions on R and in (17).
Theorem 6 The notion of redu tion reify [ 0 v is CR.
Proof: Similar to that of theorem 4, the proof pro eeds by ommutative diagrams using
lemmas 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9.
Corollary 5 The equational logi of reify [ 0 v is onsistent.
While we an establish the usual orresponden e between the operational semanti s and
reify [ 0 v , it is obviously not the ase that reify [ 0 v is an extension ( onservative or
otherwise) of v .
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5

Related Work

While there are many studies of LISP with whi h we share either our general methodology
[Gor75, BM75, Car76, Mas86, MT89, FFKD86, Fel88℄, or our general subje t matter [Pit80,
MP80, Smi82, Smi84, RS84, FW84, FW86, DM88, Baw88℄, we are unfamiliar with any
attempts to axiomatize LISP's metalinguisti fa ilities. We are also unfamiliar with any
referen e in the literature to the problemati nature of equation (12) in M Carthy's original
representation fun tion.
5.1

Gordon

The rst stru tured operational semanti s for LISP was de ned for M-expression LISP by
Gordon [Gor75℄. The redu tion relation indu es a partial order on terms whi h provides
a basis for an indu tion prin iple, LISP-indu tion, suitable for proving properties of nontrivial LISP programs. One appli ation of the prin iple is a orre tness proof for eval. How
does this square with our laim that eval is essentially in orre t? The statement of the
orre tness ondition is
Theorem 7 (Gordon) If he j ai is ni e then E [ eval[R(e); R(a)℄℄℄(int ) = E [ e℄ (U [ a℄ ):
Here e is an M-expression and a is an asso iation list. The operational semanti s redu es
he j ai to an S-expression value. The ni e ondition requires that the sets of fun tion
variables and value variables in e and a are disjoint. The valuation E de nes a dire t
semanti s. The M-expression eval is as de ned in [M C62℄. The oding R is M Carthy's
original oding extended to ode asso iation lists. The valuation U produ es a semanti
environment  given an asso iation list.
It is lear from the representations R(e) and R(a) on the left and the un oded term e
and asso iation list a on the right, that the equation an be satis ed only if eval de odes.
One would expe t that if E [ e℄ (int ) = s then eval[R(e); R(a)℄ would redu e under the
operational semanti s to R(s). But this is not the ase for eval. Moreover, observe that the
ni eness ondition e e tively nulli es the semanti import of the representation de oding:
higher-order fun tions.
5.2

Other Synta ti

Studies of LISP

Our framework is lose to that of Felleisen (et. al.,) [FFKD86, Fel88℄ who provide an operational hara terization of S heme's imperative ontrol features and of assignment. However,
our subje t matters are di erent: we have not onsidered either the ontrol features or assignment and they have not onsidered either pairs or metalinguisti features. The former
but not the latter issue is explored somewhat indire tly by Revesz [Rev88℄ in his list oriented extension of the - al ulus whi h was developed independently of our pairing al ulus
 . Revesz's al ulus is oriented more toward FP [Ba 78℄ sin e its lists have an appli ative
property reminis ent of the onstru tion fun tional form. Pfenning and Lee [PL88℄ have
onsidered eval, but their work is arried out in a polymorphi typed setting.
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5.3

2-LISP and 3-LISP

M-LISP has loser parallels to | and was originally motivated by | 2-LISP [Smi84℄, the
pre ursor to the more widely noted re e tive 3-LISP. In 2-LISP Smith attempts to re on ile
the notions of evaluation and redu tion in pure S heme. Although it is generally agreed
that this is a worthwhile goal, Smith's solution in 2-LISP was rather ompli ated and none
of the subsequent treatments of re e tion [FW84, FW86, DM88℄ adopted it. 2-LISP is
yet another des endant of M Carthy's problemati oding algorithm but with additional
stru ture superimposed on it.
Comparing spe i aspe ts of M-LISP and 2-LISP, our representation fun tion R orresponds to Smith's reifying up operator and its inverse R 1 orresponds to Smith's down
operator. In 2-LISP down and up are user operators and down depends on the termination
of its argument. Thus down is not the inverse of up. Our set   of term representations
orresponds roughly to Smith's handles.
Extended M-LISP orresponds to a restri ted form of Smith's 3-LISP and the suite of
re e tive languages whi h followed [FW84, FW86, DM88, Baw88℄. The restri tions relate
to the fa t that our eval is a fun tion of one argument: a representation of a term. 3LISP, on the other hand, is developed in the ontext of an evaluator whi h determines the
meaning of an expression relative to an environment and a ontinuation. 3-LISP rei ers
have a ess not only to the representation of their argument but also to representations
of the environment and ontinuation. In Smith's view the body of the rei er is exe uted
\in the implementation" one level up in an \in nite tower" of evaluators. 3-LISP's eval
operator is a fun tion of 3-arguments: representations of an expression, an environment
and a ontinuation and a all of eval spawns a new evaluation ontext or level of the tower
below. In this paper we have made no attempt to integrate distin t ontexts of evaluation
into a oherent stru ture. There is one evaluation ontext and the phenomenon is developed
in a purely substitutional setting.
6

Con lusions

This paper has developed two major themes:
1. We have developed a new representation-independent diale t of pure LISP based on
our observation that the de nition of the quotation form in the original de nition
of LISP is in orre t. In the new framework it is straightforward to de ne LISP's
stru tured operational semanti s and its orresponding equational logi .
2. Taking it as a given that S-expression LISP's metalinguisti eval and reify operators
are desirable features, we then show how to reintrodu e these onstru tions in the
new framework. While the new forms of the operators a hieve essentially the same
ends as their S-expression LISP ounterparts, they do so in somewhat di erent ways.
The new operators en apsulate the representation onversions that o ur globally in
S-expression LISP. We then took up the question of the indu ed equational logi s,
nding that rei ation is introdu ed at the ost of equational reasoning. It would be
interesting to onsider a restri ted form of rei ation whi h produ es representations
only of losed all-by-value normal-forms.
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Although the simple diale t presented here is not hara terized by one of LISP's \de ning properties" | S-expression representation of programs | it nevertheless retains the
language features usually tied to this property. This naturally raises questions about the
usefulness of LISP's idiosyn rati synta ti stru ture. Mu h progress has been made along
these lines in the ISWIM bran h of fun tional languages ( f., ML, Haskell) and there is
no reason that enhan ements su h as pattern-dire ted pro edure invo ation should not be
adapted to LISP.
Finally, we hope that by shedding some light on the nature of LISP's metalinguisti
power, that the present work has further redu ed the noise, and thereby brought the other
essential properties of LISP into sharper fo us. In our view, the most important of these is
LISP's dynami typing dis ipline. Although Milner-style polymorphi type re onstru tion
has obvious advantages, it is un lear how su h a stri t ompile-time type he king dis ipline
is to be re on iled with very ommon omputational situations su h as le I/O that appear
to be inherently dynami .
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